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QUESTION 1

A cloud administrator has a portion of its on-premises infrastructure hardware that is going to be again out of its support
lifecycle later this year. Due to the regulatory requirement, the applications running on this hardware cannot be migrated
to the public cloud, but the Administrator is also trying to reduce its operational expenses of managing and maintaining
the hardware it owns and reduce capital expenditures. Which two solutions would achieve these goals? (Choose two.) 

A. VMware Cloud on AWS Outpost 

B. VMware Cloud on Dell EMC 

C. VMware Cloud Foundation 

D. Oracle Cloud VMware Solution 

E. VMware Cloud on AWS 

Correct Answer: BE 

VMware Cloud on Dell EMC is a service that allows customers to deploy and manage VMware Cloud Foundation in
their own data center, eliminating the need to buy and maintain their own hardware. This solution allows customers to
reduce costs associated with maintaining their own hardware, as well as reduce capital expenditures by not needing to
buy new hardware. VMware Cloud on AWS is a fully managed service that allows customers to run their VMware-based
workloads on the AWS Cloud. This solution allows customers to take advantage of the scalability and cost savings of
the public cloud, while still being able to maintain regulatory compliance for their workloads. According to VMware\\'s
official website, "VMware Cloud on AWS is an on-demand service that enables customers to run applications across
vSphere-based cloud environments with access to a broad range of AWS services. Customers get the same
architecture, features, and operational experience regardless of where you deploy applications ?on-premises, in the
cloud, or in a hybrid or multi-cloud configuration." [1] 

[1] https://www.vmware.com/products/vmware-cloud-on-aws.html 

 

QUESTION 2

NEW FOLDER UPLOAD FILES UPLOAD FOLDERS REGISTERED VM DOWNLOAD DATE COPY to MOVE TO
RENAME TO DELETE 

Name Size Modified Type Path 

dvsData 05/03/2022, 9.10.21 AM Folder [vsandatastore] 

.sdd.sf 05/03/2022, 9.10.21 AM Folder [vsandatastore] 

app02-000002.vmdk 05/03/2022, 9.10.21 AM Folder [vsandatastore] 

app02-000003.vmdk 05/03/2022, 9.10.21 AM Folder [vsandatastore] 

app02-000002.hlog 05/03/2022, 9.10.21 AM Folder [vsandatastore] 

app02-000002.vswap 05/03/2022, 9.10.21 AM Folder [vsandatastore] 

app02-000002.vswap.lck 05/03/2022, 9.10.21 AM Folder [vsandatastore] 
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A cloud administrator is asked to troubleshoot a virtual machine (app02) that is performing slowly. The cloud
Administrator noticed that app02 is con expected amount of disk space. As a first step, the cloud administrator uses
VMware vCenter to check the snapshot manager for app02 and no snapshot -- cloud administrator then navigates to the
app02 files on the datastore, and is presented with the information provided in the exhibits. 

Given the information provided, which task should the cloud administrator perform to resolve this issue? 

A. Migrate the virtual machine to a new datastore. 

B. Perform a snapshot consolidation. 

C. Power cycle the virtual machine. 

D. Execute a Delete All Snapshots task. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer needs additional capacity to handle seasonal spikes and decides to use a VMware Public cloud provider the
extra capacity. Which use case describes this customer scenario? 

A. Disaster recovery 

B. Data center extension 

C. Cloud migrations 

D. Modernizing applications 

Correct Answer: B 

This customer scenario describes a use case of extending the capacity of an existing data center with a public cloud
provider, such as VMware Cloud. This allows the customer to extend their capacity to handle seasonal spikes in
demand, without having to invest in additional physical infrastructure or make significant changes to their existing setup.
According to VMware\\'s official website, "VMware Cloud enables customers to extend their data centers to the public
cloud and dynamically scale capacity up or down with the same tools, processes, and policies they use today in their
private cloud or data center environments." [1] 

[1] https://www.vmware.com/products/vmware-cloud.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer identifies consumption-based ransomware protection as a primary business requirement. Which VMware
solution offers long-term immutable point-in-time recovery options? 

A. VMware vSphere Replication 

B. VMware Site Recovery 

C. VMware Cloud Disaster Recovery 
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D. VMware vSphere Data Protection 

Correct Answer: C 

The VMware solution that offers long-term immutable point-in-time recovery options is VMware Cloud Disaster
Recovery (CDR). CDR offers continuous data protection and point-in-time recovery options with up to 30 days of
retention. It also provides a secure and immutable copy of your data that is stored in the cloud and can be used to
recover from ransomware attacks. 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements depict the VMWare Multi-cloud Vision? (Choose two) 

A. Deliver a consistent management and operations layer across any cloud 

B. Run the workloads in the cloud to eliminate security issues. 

C. Standardize at the DevSecOps and infrastructure level. 

D. Reduce the number of developers to increase productivity 

E. Modernize applications in the cloud of choice using the cloud-native services of that cloud provider 

Correct Answer: AE 

VMware Multi-Cloud Vision enables customers to deliver a consistent management and operations layer across any
cloud, and to modernize applications in the cloud of choice using the cloud-native services of that cloud provider. It does
not run workloads in the cloud to eliminate security issues, standardize at the DevSecOps and infrastructure level, or
reduce the number of developers to increase productivity. 
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